The research aims to studying the artistically trends of photography in Egypt since 1875, the year which Armenians began to appear on the art scene. The research deals with three distinct models of photographers, who came to Egypt, settled out in it and practiced this art without interruption until 1900 and possibly beyond that.
Introduction
The writings of pilgrims and orientalists writers who visited Egypt and the East represented generally important factors that drew the attention of Europe. It rooted in the minds of the Europeans through ages unreal ideas and fantasies. The crusades were an important part of these desires towards the acquisition of the East and its riches, by enjoying life in it. The French campaign to Egypt and the Levant, 1798, was the first attempts to colonize the East. Attempts Continued always order it and succeeded in colonizing most of these countries, draining their wealth, spreading European culture and bringing up generations owning with loyalty, belonging, and entrenching the European approach in various aspects of life. The photography was one of the most famous tools that have played a major role in exposing the secrets of the East and its entire natural, human, social, religious, and cultural features. Photography was a double-edged weapon, as work of art expressing the aesthetic East values, and transmitted photos designed to uncover facts, as studying in preparation for use. He practiced this art looks outward artist but perhaps besides journalists or pastor or missionary spy. Despite the cost of these paintings of the time, effort and skill and variety, but that did not deter every so many years of photographing the details of various aspects of the lives of the peoples of the East, and Egypt in particular, as evidenced by the vast left by those artists.
Photography
With the beginnings of the modern renaissance, the revolution of industry in the West and its resulting progress and growth manifestations in various fields photography appeared. Although the real birth of this art was in the nineteenth century the first of its ideas began since the beginning of the sixteenth century representing in the dark room machine that Leonardo da Vinci was one of its users at this time [1] . The photography continued his evolutionary advance. After Joseph Nicephore Niepce 1826 had got his first photo in history [2] . The French citizen Loud Daguerre could patent camera 1839 "the date of birth of the camera". It is the same date that this machine went into Egypt with Frederic Goupil Fisch and Horace fournier where they taken the first photograph in Africa in November 7 to the Governor of Egypt Muhammad Ali Pasha in Alexandria. Muhammad Ali Pasha always sought to achieve the renaissance of Egypt. Therefore, he always welcomed all foreigners of different nationalities, religions, professions and cultures, whereas he considered-with their skillsas principal factors in the building of the Renaissance. Foreigners attended to Egypt and communities of photographers not only from Europe but also from the nationals of Ottoman Caliphate came with them like Jews, Tumor, Syrians, and Armenians which their proportion was about 20.8 % of the total number of all photographer in Egypt [3] . The illustrators of paintings relegated their position gradually and their works began to disappeared replaced by large numbers of photographs that were comparable in these beginnings in form and substance. New directions started to appear in photographic works according to quickly modern variants and the successive variables at the local, regional and international levels. The competitions started between photographers as personal and collective level. standing out on the scene a group of the Armenian photographers who appeared in this period the basic unit in the Renaissance photography in Egypt as a success, limb and superiority over their European peers.
The Emergence of Armenian Photographers
Armenia is the main home of the Armenians and continued to suffer from political and economic problems that have affected on the citizens. Consequently many of them were forced for migration and stability totally in different countries. They practiced various economic activities; taking advantage of the privileges granted for them by the Ottoman Empire such as religious tolerance and freedom of thought and belief. They assumed administrative jobs and prominent leadership positions, such as ordinary citizens. The idea of stability in Egypt reflected to Armenian photographers in the artistic creations stemming from the Egyptian reality other than the work of Europeans, which aimed only for quick profit; as it was dedicated to the rich than just tourists, or to serve political reports and press releases official institutions. Armenians were known for their excellence and skill in various industries, and took control of the photography profession. They were teased many historians impressive even some of them said they had laid the foundations of the industry in the cities of the Ottoman Caliphate [4] . Also, one of their studios was "Nazar" In Alexandria, "Sarvian Brothers" In Beirut, "Ysayi Kara Btyan" and "Grabid Krikorian" in Jerusalem [5] . "Avitizov Brothers" in Akaltski of Georgia, "Markaryan Brothers" in Bulgaria, "Baronakien Brothers" in Alexandra pole of Armenian. Earlier Armenian photographers excelled in the field of photography, as considering one of the first in Astana. They practiced it as apprentices, after appearing directly at the hands of foreign photographers and professionals after leaving many of those the Astana. A lot of them allocated in the art of portrait most notably "Bagdasaryan" (1860-1880), and "Baghos Tarcolian" who was favored by the elite of the Ottoman, and its pictures highlighted clear tendencies towards Europe in terms of artistic traditions, and skill in highlighting the religiosity, affluence landmarks and the degree of learning on his clients photos. Another group of prominent photographers appeared and replied the needs of tourist market, most notably of them "Jolmes Brothers" who photographed the cultural sights of Turkey as "Siraskirat" court and the port area of "Amen Oyono. "Mihran Iranian" 1890 photographed the suburbs and back streets of Astana during the rapid transformations and successive works from his famous work "Istanbul Street", he influenced by the work of photographer "Ara Guler" [6] . Their role was not limited to Astana, but worked in various countries and capitals as Tbilisi and Baku. They have played a prominent role, one of most notably photographers of them was "Gregor Terre" (1860-1920), using the photo as the educational and political tool, he produced an distinct album for all Armenian personalities and others who lived or passed Tbilisi. Whereas the "Ristimaan" who was a dramatic photographer of Baku, from his notable works a theatrically photo of a boy expressing various Caucasian habits in 1900. "Vrtanov" also appeared with the early twentieth century, its photo of an unknown man from Tbilisi expressing sensuality of a modern Caucasus folk art features [7] . Portraiture was the highlight art of the Armenians for excelling in various parts of the Ottoman Empire and Russia, and it has become for them a good reputation with the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century. It was derived from their speed observation of habits and traditions of the peoples and their integration into the various ranks of the Arab and Islamic societies that have undergone the Ottoman Empire.
Armenian Photographers in Egypt
Armenians played a vital role in enriching the field of photography in Egypt at the same time that the Egyptians abstained this art because of Islam's position on it, expressing totally and spontaneously by Muhammad Ali Pasha when he stood for the first time in front of the camera commenting "This is from the work of the devil" [8] . A lot of Egyptians in this time who did not read about modern Western cultures, and perhaps those who read Vacuumed culture through Educational missions standing the cautious attitude of photography, pending to take religious position slowly, Armenians photography entered the field quickly and strongly. And they had prized it and excelled at their counterparts from tumors their predecessors' stability in Egypt also fanning out and achieved a great success. Egypt was accounted for Armenians as the first destination after Astana because of its constituents achieving their ambitions, whereas gangrenous opportunities for fiancé wealth, achieving fame, social environment, customs and traditions converged with each other. The weather was fair and sunny skies most of the months of the year. Egyptian environment was rich with natural scenery. Social life was full of various activities of various classes and ranks of various nationalities participate. Renaissance was going fast and successive pace. Armenians were welcomed like other foreigners Classes. Among of them were of equal access to major jobs in the collections of the Egyptian government. Thus they began on coming and stability in various Egyptian cities such as Cairo, Alexandria and the Suez Canal. The year of 1875 was the real beginning of the emergence of Armenian photographers in Egypt. It was chosen only three of them firstgeneration models for the study, because of their emergence in Cairo and Astana at the same time, excelling their works as well as the comprehensive abundance, clear link between these two environments, their continuity without interruption in the practice of the profession since the beginning of their backs until the early twentieth century. The link between them, a common denominator familiarity with expertise in English and French, was piloted early and practiced in the court of the Ottoman Empire and rulers of Egypt at the same time. Thus their works expressed about the two main trends of this art. The first is the traditional orientalist trend. The second is the modern trend. The proximity of the ruling court in both Egypt and the Astana and work directly inside this court was important role in enriching their art work, spread and the enthusiasm of the people of regionally and globally. The previous abuse of the education profession has an important role in their supremacy as practiced and educated art and craft by Ottoman and Italian painters, who were heirs of the known classic orientalist painting.
Sebah family
This family consists of two brothers: Cosme, Pascal, and Pascal's son Jane. Pascal was born 1823 in Istanbul to Syriac Catholic father and Armenian mother. His first Studio was opened 1857 in Istanbul, and was moved quickly in 1860 to the big Street in Pera the most vital, it was called "Studio of the East" and was in a neighborhood post Akilar, In order to benefit from French expertise he nominate "La Roche" the photographer for the studio technically and artistically management, also to increase expertise in the field co-operated with prestigious painter Osman Hamdi Bey, who gave him all the photographic models for paint. Most of Osman Hamdi's works mimic the European impressionists, particularly the orientalists "Jean Leon Gerome", and it therefore reflected on what was provided by Pascal has to implement manual drawing. The profession of Osman Hamdi's reflected on the works of Pascal to choose the poses and dimensions and the amount of shadow and light in various works [9] After recording studio in Istanbul good reputation, Pascal succeeded in opening another in Egypt in 1873 next to the French consulate at European district. Most Pascal's customers were of tourists. When he came to Egypt, he studied the various elements of its environment and was assisted by "Bishard" which was working in Egypt since 1870 whereas he provided him with the negatives of his photographs in Egypt Later they became partners and they put their signatures on negatives, mostly of these were pictures of monuments areas that fit the requirements of tourists. Pascal's work influenced the French photographer "Bonn fills" that he imitated them in many of his works as the photo of "Street in Cairo" and "School of Sultan Barkouk". He could participate with his works about Egypt regularly in international exhibitions in Paris, and won the silver medal in 1878 and became a member of the Association of French photographers [10] . In addition to personal skill in the art of portraiture during his work in Egypt, he managed to root the idea of social portraiture that was about a mass of thematic photos with social dimension as the problem of poverty. He took many scenes including archaeological temples, personal photos and pictures of the Nubian Desert tribes to highlight the architecture in an attempt to link the human and cultural achievements. Many of his photos used as illustrative plates for travellers and historians writers. He died on June 25, 1886 and was buried in Istanbul. his brother Cosme conducted the two studios in Egypt and even Turkey, until Jane son of Pascal could work with his uncle in 1888 and then share with them the French "Jolliet". They worked together in Egypt until the early 1900 and continued in Istanbul until the death of Jane on June 6, 1947 at the age of 75 [11] . Congress library of America still retain their artistically album issued in 1893, fig. (1-a, b) showing examples of Pascal Sebah works. 
Abdullah brothers

Likigian
Gabriel Likigian was born in Istanbul at the late of 1850 and received his technical education at the hands of Englishmen photographers. began his artistic career as a painter before 1880. worked with the Italian painter, "Salvatore Valerie" who married his sister Maria. began his desire to document the daily life of people that reflected on some of his early works. preferred filming scenes of the lives of the aristocratic elite and tourist attractions. Many of his works had seen a a b tendency toward private "Valerie" and "Jerome" classic Orientalists methods with a penchant for realism. His pictures were shown in Istanbul in 1881 and London in 1885 as painting with watercolor carrying all these properties. won the gold medal in the international exhibition in Paris 1892. also won the grand prize at the International Exposition in Chicago in 1893 [24] . Some pictures expressed about his Armenian nationality and they were with a theatrical nature dazzled affected with some Orientalists works. It isn't known that how and when he moved to Cairo, and when he began to shift towards the practice of photography. It is likely that he worked and trained for a period of time in some tumors studios in Istanbul before arriving in Cairo. He began to establish his studio near the studio of Pascal Sebah against the Shepherd Hotel. This was the presence of the elite, the communities and attractions area [25] . It was so-called "Artistically studio for Likigian & Co." and continued in Egypt since 1887 until 1920. The competition began between photographers Greek, French. He produced thousands of photos and albums scenes every day, natural, architectural and engineering life as temples in Egypt, the Pyramids, the Nile and others. Its production was in vogue and desirable among European tourists and residents.
Furthermore, he had many scenes of the poor, farmers, craftsmen, everyday life and Nubian women with their exposing breasts with traditional orientalist postures. Documented the rapid development in the field of industry and civil surpassing the traditional character of the rigid images which became the favorable photographer for many princes and princesses of the ruling house of Egypt as Princess Nazli, whose photos were taken by him had become "The Operator of the English army photography" after the Britain occupation to Egypt. Also, this matching took place on its products and stepped up to the English press, pro and anti-Turkish propaganda for him in various ways, he came upon the people of residents and foreigners [26] began to insert photos of the official military reports and newspaper articles and government buildings. He produced documentary photographs and photos relating to commercial transactions and designed models for mailing cards used in official correspondence. In spite of his fame, he was quickly forgotten after his departure directly. He was an example of the photographer business-man with a prestigious in the nineteenth century. In early twentieth century, he was aware of the requirements of the market, and the ability to achieve them, fig. (3-a, b) showing examples of Likigian works.. [27] . 
Conclusion
The 
